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with six years of touring, id fallen into the trap that many young musicians do: not allowing time to reflect. id auditioned for the x factor (2007) as a singer, only to fail miserably. it wasnt until id released starbaby in 2010, my first solo album, that id gained any notoriety. that and the help of a
pop producer, the british born ivor novellos, whose debut album neon jungle boasted collaborations with the likes of wye oak and calvin harris. the more ive been in his presence, the more ive realized id made the right decision not to pursue pop. id never tried. there was no harm in trying, but
id never had the courage to say, yeah, im gonna do that instead. the last six years have been spent on the road. the intriguing thing about this is happening is that it is art that lives at a time when certain forms of representation are used to obfuscate power. the mere notion of representation
is a dangerous thing, as all writing is: when we are forced to render someone, to articulate a being others cannot see, we often say more than we intend to. in this is happening, which follows in the footsteps of sloths this is sloths world, and oceans this is oceans, we are invited to see the
systems that shape our world, to glimpse a world without us, so that we may understand ourselves better. like those other sloth albums, this is happening peels back the layers of abstraction to reveal what lies beneath: the systems that treat our bodies as containers for bacteria, our
environments as a toxic threat, and our homes as utopias where nothing bad ever happens. it may not be the most politically-incendiary album of the year, but this is happening is the most truly imaginative.
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before he was the monkey, awsten was the thing. his debut album, released in 2014, was a playful pop-rock confection, a meandering groove full of gaudy guitars, scuzzy drums and techno beats. as the self-proclaimed music nerd of the two, it seemed that awsten would be the band to
complete the modern-minded sleaford mods renaissance. sadly, his follow-up remains a limp and meandering affair. the title this is a double entendre, but its also a question. this is what awsten has become. a thing, with no discernible identity. theres no denying that following the immediate

legacy of the white van mans has been a very busy time for manchester bands, and one of the most popular new acts is parallax, whose 2017 debut loose your love was described by kerrang as having the “feel of a pop album with the zing of a punk record”. this swaggering blend of punk and
pop hooks melds with self-reflexive lyrics that counterbalance the confrontational energy with a sense of wry wit. the formula pays off handsomely: admit it is a party-starting anthem, but the rest of loose your love is as clever as it is infectious. theres a reason that new rock bands have a

habit of calling their work albums. a work of music is a work of art, and an album is a unit of artistic production, just like a book, a film or a play. its like a book, or a movie or play – its something that you can own and own it. it’s yours. with their debut album sisters of mercy released in
september 1991, a post-punk band comprising of singer damien i couzens, drummer ii nic jones, guitarist iii paul couzens and bassist iv guy nicholson, clearly demonstrate the distinct characteristics of their lyrical inspirations and musical stylings. 5ec8ef588b
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